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Abstract: Floating structures have become the most feasible solution for supporting wind 10 

turbines when offshore wind project move to deeper water. In this paper, a hydrodynamic 11 

analysis of three different semisubmersible floating offshore wind turbines is carried out 12 

including second-order hydrodynamic effects. The three examined platforms are V-shaped 13 

semisubmersible, Braceless semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible and are 14 

used to support the NREL 5 MW reference wind turbine. The main objective of the present 15 

study is to investigate and compare the hydrodynamic response of the three different 16 

semisubmersible floaters in two water depths (100 m, and 200 m) under different load 17 

conditions. The effects of second-order wave loads on the platform motions and mooring 18 

tension are discussed and compared by using different methods including Newman’s 19 

approximation and the full QTF (Quadratic transfer function) method. The drag effect on the 20 

structure motion response is also discussed in this paper. The comparison presented is based 21 

on statistical values and response spectra of floating platform motions as well as mooring 22 

tensions. The results show that the dynamic response of semisubmersible FOWTs (floating 23 

offshore wind turbines) is overestimated when ignoring the Morison drag effect on the columns 24 

of the semisubmersible FOWT. The second-order difference wave loads can excite the 25 

resonance of motion especially for the platform-pitch motion, which could cause structural 26 

failures. The full QTF method should be used to calculate the second-order wave force to 27 

better simulate the realistic dynamic response of semisubmersible FOWTs.  28 

Keywords: Hydrodynamic loads; Second-order wave loads; Semisubmersible floating wind 29 

turbines; Newman’s approximation; Quadratic transfer function. 30 
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1. Introduction 31 

Wind energy has experienced rapid development in recent years, moving from onshore to 32 

offshore. At the end of 2018, 18,499 MW of installed wind turbine power capacity from a total 33 

of 4,543 offshore wind turbines was installed (DeCastro et al., 2019). Most offshore wind 34 

turbines are installed in shallow water with bottom-fixed foundations (Shi et al., 2015, 2016; 35 

Mo et al, 2017; Chian et al, 2018). In many countries, including China, Norway and the USA, 36 

the main portion of offshore wind resources is found in deep water, where the bottom-fixed 37 

supporting structures are not economically feasible. Floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) 38 

provide a promising solution in deep water areas. In China, the offshore resources in shallow 39 

water are estimated to be 750 GW at 10 m height, while the offshore resources in deep water 40 

are estimated to be 1740 GW (Hong and Möller, 2011). To explore the wind energy in deep 41 

water sites, many concepts have been proposed for FOWTs, by utilizing technology and 42 

experience from the offshore oil and gas industry. Based on the principles adopted to achieve 43 

static stability, floating support platforms can be classified into three primary concepts: 44 

semisubmersible, spar buoy and Tension Leg Platform (TLP). Some designs are in the 45 

prototype stage including the full-scale projects Hywind demo (Driscoll et al., 2016) in Norway, 46 

WindFloat (Maciel, 2010) in Portugal, Fukushima phase II FOWT (Boccard, 2014) in Japan 47 

and Hywind Scotland (Skaare, 2017) in the UK etc.  Compared to spar buoy and TLP, the 48 

semisubmersible platform is more feasible in various water depths and has low installation 49 

costs of the mooring system. The semisubmersible platform has better hydrodynamic 50 

behaviour due to the deep draft. Several concepts of semisubmersible floating offshore wind 51 

turbines have been proposed including WindFloat (Roddier et al., 2010), Dutch Tri-floater 52 

(Huijs et al., 2014), Windsea (Lefranc et al., 2011), Windflo (Le Boulluec et al., 2013), 53 

Braceless (Luan et al., 2016), V-shaped (Karimirad and Michailides, 2015), OC4-DeepCwind 54 

(Robertson et al., 2014) semisubmersible FOWTs. 55 

Currently, several numerical simulations of FOWTs(Antonutti et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2018; 56 

Shi et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019) have been carried out to investigaite the dynamic 57 

performance of semisubmersible FOWTs using first-order radiation and diffraction. However, 58 

the offshore oil and gas industry has demonstrated the importance of second-order 59 

hydrodynamic load for certain floating platform. The second-order wave loads mainly include 60 

mean drift force, sum- and difference-frequency wave loads. The sum-frequency and 61 

difference-frequency loads can excite offshore structures’ eigenfrequencies, and may result 62 

in large oscillations that cause damage to the floating structures. Roald et al.(2013) assessed 63 

the importance of second-order wave forces on OC3-Hywind spar and the UMaine TLP. The 64 
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results show that the second-order wave forces are very small for OC3-Hywind, while those 65 

are quite high on UMaine TLP. Coulling et al.(2013)  used Newman’s approximation method 66 

in FAST to consider the effect of second-order wave force on OC4-DeepCwind 67 

semisubmersible FOWT. The results show that the second-order difference-frequency wave-68 

diffraction forcing played a significant role in the global response of the DeepCwind semi-69 

submersible FOWT. Li et al. (2017) proposed a new concept of FOWT and investigated the 70 

hydrodynamic response of the floating platform with an emphasis on the computation of 71 

second-order difference-frequency wave loads and their effects on the global rigid-body 72 

motion response. Xu et al. (2018) assessed the importance of second-order hydrodynamics 73 

on the Braceless semisubmersible floating offshore wind turbine concept using Newman’s 74 

approximation and the full QTF method. Gueydon et al. (2014) used different codes including 75 

FAST and aNySIM to investigate the second-order effect on OC4-DeepCwind 76 

semisubmersible FOWT. The results show that the second-order sum-frequency loads 77 

appeared to have negligible effects on the motions while the effects of difference-frequency 78 

load were larger. The loads and responses of the system caused by the second-order 79 

hydrodynamics were analyzed and compared to the first-order hydrodynamic loads and 80 

induced motions in the frequency domain by Bayati et al (2018).  81 

In this paper, the main objective is to investigate hydrodynamic effects on the response of 82 

three different semisubmersible floating offshore wind turbines, including the V-shaped 83 

semisubmersible FOWT, the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT and the OC4-DeepCwind 84 

semisubmersible FOWT, at different water depths addressing second-order hydrodynamic 85 

loads. Hydrodynamic models are developed by using the ANSYS/AQWA tool with the panel 86 

method (ANSYS Inc., 2017). Particular attention is given to second-order hydrodynamics 87 

loadings using Newman’s approximation and the full QTF method. The second-order 88 

hydrodynamic loads and resulted responses are analyzed and compared with relevant loads, 89 

responses and induced motions in the frequency-domain for different water depths. The effect 90 

of the second-order hydrodynamic loads and water depth is examined for all three 91 

semisubmersible platforms.  92 

In moderate water depths (40 m to 100 m), dynamic responses of semisubmersible FOWT 93 

become larger than those in deep water. For the responses of the three semisubmersible 94 

FOWTs at different water depth, the results show that the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT 95 

is more sensitive in shallow water depth. For the first-order solution, Morison drag term has a 96 

significant impact on the platform motion showing that Morison drag term should also be 97 

considered for better simulating the actual motion responses. Furthermore, it is found that the 98 
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heave natural frequency of OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is close to the normal 99 

wave frequency range, which could cause large resonance and then cause the failure of the 100 

structure. For second-order solution, motion responses can be excited when considering 101 

second-order wave loads. The results show that the pitch motion can be greatly excited when 102 

using the full QTF method. Compared to the pitch motion responses of three semisubmersible 103 

FOWTs at different water depth, the contribution of second-order wave loads to the pitch 104 

motion increasing when the water depth decreases. Therefore, the full QTF method should be 105 

used in the numerical simulation of semisubmersible FOWTs to better capture the effect of 106 

second-order wave loads. The results presented in this paper may help resolve the 107 

fundamental design trade-offs between different FOWTs. 108 

2. Theoretical background 109 

It is important to design floating offshore wind turbines considering fluid-structure-interaction. 110 

The force on the floating structures and motion of the platform caused by these interactions is 111 

one of the main subjects of marine hydrodynamics. The hydrodynamics are mainly divided 112 

into two parts: the influence of fluid motions on the structures (diffraction), and the influence 113 

of moving structures that lead to the wave generation (radiation). Hydrostatics should also be 114 

accounted for to consider the effects of buoyancy and hydrostatic restoring forces. The 115 

hydrodynamic loads can be estimated by using the Morison equation, potential flow theory, 116 

hybrid methods or higher fidelity numerical modelling techniques (e.g. computational fluid 117 

dynamics (CFD)). The Morison Equation is mainly used to calculate the hydrodynamic loads 118 

for slender structures with small diameters compared with the wavelength. For large-volume 119 

structures, diffraction and radiation are relatively important and potential flow theory is used to 120 

calculate the hydrodynamic loads acting on the platform. 121 

2.1 Potential flow theory 122 

The potential flow theory (Faltinsen, 1993; Teng, 2015) is used to calculate the hydrodynamics 123 

when designing marine structures. Potential flow theory considers the flow around a body to 124 

be incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational, with negligible surface-tension effects. The 125 

hydrodynamic loads that usually affect the response of floating wind turbines consist of two 126 

parts: first-order wave loads and second-order wave loads.  127 

2.1.1 First-order wave loads 128 

For the first-order wave calculations, the load on the structure and platform motion have zero 129 

mean value and oscillate with the frequency of the incident wave (Faltinsen, 1993). First-order 130 
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hydrodynamic wave load including incident wave loads, diffraction wave loads and radiation 131 

wave loads can be described by:  132 

I D RF F F F                                                                  (1) 133 

w j w d jd dI D i

s s

F F i n s i n s                                                     (2) 134 

Re Im

j j jk jkik
d dw

R k k w k kik
s s

F x n s x n s A x B x




                                      (3) 135 

where 
IF  is the incident wave load; 

DF  is the diffraction wave load; 
RF  is the radiation wave 136 

load;   is the circular frequency of the wave; n is the normal direction vector of the wet 137 

surface; s  is the area of the wet surface immersed in water; i  is the incident potential of the 138 

wave without the perturbation of the body; 
d  is the diffraction potential of the wave when the 139 

waves pass through the body; 
w  is the density of the water; jn is a direction vector; 

Re

ik140 

and
Im

ik are the real and imaginary parts of the incident potential of the wave without the 141 

perturbation of the body, respectively; jkA  and 
jkB  are the added mass and radiation damping 142 

coefficients. The indices k  and j  refer to the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the platform. 143 

2.1.2  Second-order wave loads 144 

Second-order hydrodynamic loads are proportional to the square of the wave amplitude and 145 

have frequencies that are equal to both the sum and the difference of pairs of incident wave 146 

frequencies. This means that, although the natural frequencies of the structure are designed 147 

to be outside the first-order wave energy spectrum, the second-order loads may excite these 148 

frequencies. Therefore, despite the normally small second-order hydrodynamic loads, the 149 

resonant effect may be significant. Second-order wave exciting forces can be described in the 150 

frequency domain by decomposition into three terms (Newman, 1967; Fonseca et al.,2008; 151 

Pessoa et al., 2010): 152 

(1) Mean drift force 
2

meanF  , which is a frequency-dependent mean value; 153 

(2) Difference-frequency wave drift force
2

diffF , which oscillates at difference-wave frequencies;  154 
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(3) Sum-frequency wave force 2

sumF , which oscillates at sum-wave frequencies. 155 

According to Pinkster (Pinkster, 1975), the second-order wave forces can be written as the 156 

summation of five different components when they are determined by direct pressure 157 

integration. 158 
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where   is the density of the water; g  is the gravitational acceleration; n  is The direction of 160 

the normal; 
 1

  is the first-order velocity potential; WL  is the waterline; 
 1

r  is the relative 161 

wave elevation; 
0S  is the mean wetted surface of the floating body; X  is the motion of the 162 

floating body; 
sM is mass of the floating body; sM  is the mass matrix of floating structure; R  163 

is the rotational transformation matrix of floating structure; 
gX&&  is the acceleration of the center 164 

of gravity; 
 2

  is the second-order velocity potential.  165 

Components I to IV represent the mean drift force which is determined from the first-order 166 

solution. The mean drift force can be calculated by using the far-field method or near-field 167 

method. The accuracy of the far-field method is higher than that of the near-field method, but 168 

it can calculate the force in only three DOFs. By contrast, near-field solution can be used to 169 

calculate second-order wave forces on a floating body in 6 DOFs. Therefore, the near-field 170 

method is employed in the present paper to calculate the mean drift force based on the mean 171 

wetted body surface integration approach.  172 

With regards to the semisubmersible floating offshore platform, the slow drift wave force (term 173 

5) including the difference-frequency force becomes more significant. The difference-174 

frequency is close to the natural frequency of the semisubmersible platform which could cause 175 

the resonance of the floating system and could damage the structure. The fifth component of 176 

equation (4) involves the second-order velocity potential that can be calculated directly by 177 
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using the near-field solution (the full QTF method). Compared to Newman’s approximation 178 

method, the complete QTF matrix gives more accurate estimations of the low-frequency loads; 179 

However, it requires the solution to the second-order problem and the time series 180 

reconstruction is more time-demanding. Therefore, Newman’s approximation method is 181 

proposed, mainly to avoid computing the second-order velocity potential 
 2

  and to improve 182 

computational efficiency. For Newman’s approximation, the drift force can be described by:   183 

2 2
0.5

jjii
ij i j

i j

PP
P a a

a a

--
-

æ ö
÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷÷çè ø

                                                    (5) 184 

0ijQ- =                                                                    (6) 185 

where iiP-
, jjP -

, iiQ-
and jjQ-

 are calculated from second-order mean drift force solution. 186 

Therefore, quadratic transfer functions (QTF) including ,ij ijP Q- -
 can be calculated.   187 

For semisubmersible floating platforms, the most significant part of the dynamic response is 188 

at both the wave frequency and the structure natural frequency region. Therefore, only the 189 

mean drift force and slowly varying drift force will be discussed since the difference-frequency 190 

value is close to the natural frequency of the semisubmersible floating platform. 191 

2.2 Viscous load  192 

In the potential flow theory, the viscous effect from the flow is ignored. In order to take into 193 

account the viscous force, the drag term of the Morison equation is used. The viscous drag 194 

term of the Morison equation for the fluid force acting on the cross-section of a slender 195 

structural member is  196 

 0.5vicous d f s f sdF C A u u u u dl                                        (7) 197 

where dC  is the drag coefficient; A  is the projected area of a unit length cylinder perpendicular 198 

to the flow direction ; fu  is the fluid particle velocity; su   is the structure’s velocity. 199 

2.3 Mooring system  200 

In this paper, the lumped mass method (Hall and Goupee,2015) is adopted to discretize the 201 

cable dynamics over the length of the mooring line. In this approach, as seen in Figure 1, the 202 
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mooring line is discretized into N evenly-sized line segments connecting N+1 node points. The 203 

right-handed inertial reference frame is defined with the Z-axis being measured positive up 204 

from the water plane. The location of each node point i is defined by the vector 
iP  which 205 

contains the node position in x, y and z-direction. Each segment 
iS  of a cable element has 206 

identical properties of unstreched length l , diameter d ,density  ,Young’s modulus E , and 207 

damping coeifficent 
intC . And the cable model combines internal axial stiffness and damping 208 

forces with weight and buoyancy forces, hydrodynamic forces from Morison equation, and 209 

forces from contact with the seabed. 210 

 211 

Figure 1. Mooring line discretization 212 

2.4 Equation of motion 213 

The semisubmersible floating structure is represented by a six degree of freedom (6-DOF) 214 

rigid body. The load model for the body accounts for the wave loads;It is stated that in the 215 

present paper, the emphasis is on the study of the hydrodynamic loads. The equation of 216 

motion under wave loads in time domain is calculated in ANSYS/AQWA; for the rigid body 217 

motions, j, and it can be expressed as: 218 

         
6

, ,

1

( ) ( )

t

ij ij j j ij ij wave j moor j

i

M A x t x K t d C x t F t F t  
 

 
      

 
 && &                 (8) 219 

where ijM is the mass coefficient, ijA  is the added mass coefficient calculated by AWQA-LINE, 220 

 ijK t   is the retardation function which represents the fluid memory effect, ijC  is the 221 

restoring coefficient calculated by AWQA-LINE, x&& , x&  and x  are the acceleration, velocity, 222 

and displacement of the platform,  ,wave jF t  is the wave exciting force,  ,moor jF t  is the restoring 223 

force that results from mooring lines, j is the DOF in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw 224 

direction. 225 
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3. Numerical model of the semisubmersible FOWTs 226 

3.1 Wind turbine model 227 

Different from the traditional marine floating structures, the large height of the wind turbine 228 

could cause instability of the floater. Although the wind effect is not included in the present 229 

paper which means the wind turbine is in a parked condition, the weight of wind turbines 230 

components is considered during the simulation. The wind turbine used in this paper was 231 

developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA. It is a conventional 232 

three-bladed, upwind, variable-speed, collective-pitch controlled horizontal axis wind turbine. 233 

The geometric properties of the wind turbine and tower are listed in Table 1 (Jonkman et al., 234 

2009).  235 

Table 1. Main properties of NREL-5 MW baseline wind turbine and tower (Jonkman 236 

et al., 2009). 237 

Parameter Value 

Rated power 5 MW 

Nacelle mass kg 240,000 

Rotor mass kg 110,000 

Wind turbine (WT) Center of Gravity(CoG) m (-0.2,0.0,70) 

Total mass of WT kg 600,000 

Total WT mass moment of inertia about X axis(Ixx) kg*m2 3,770,000,000 

Total WT mass moment of inertia about Y axis(Iyy) kg*m2 3,660,000,000 

Total WT mass moment of inertia about Z axis(Izz) kg*m2 112,000,000 

Elevation to tower base above MSL m 10 

Center of Gravity(CoG) location of tower above MSL m 43.4 

Overall tower mass kg 250.,000 

 238 

3. 2 Semisubmersible floating platform model  239 

Three different semisubmersible floating platforms, including (1) the V-shaped 240 

semisubmersible floating platform, (2) the Braceless semisubmersible floating platform and (3) 241 

the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible floating platform, were considered to support the NREL 242 

5 MW wind turbine at two different water depths. The water depth is assumed to be 100 m 243 

and 200 m for each concept. The three floating structures are illustrated in Figure 2 and their 244 

properties are summarized in Table 2. 245 

 246 
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Table 2. Properties for the three semisubmersible platforms. 247 

Parameter 
V-shaped 

Semi 
Braceless 

Semi 
OC4-DeepCWind 

Semi 

Water depth m 200/100 200/100 200/100 

Freeboard m 20 20 12 

Draft m 28 30 20 

Submerged volume m3 10,013 10,517 13,917 

Floater steel mass kg 1,630,000 1,686,000 3,852,000 

Total mass (Including WT) kg 10,300,000 10,780,000 14,070,000 

COG (x, y, z) m, m, m (-30.6,0, -16) (0,0, -18.9) (0,0, -9.89) 

Ixx w.r.t. COG kg*m2 12,900,000,000 10,650,000,000 10,110,000,000 

Iyy w.r.t. COG kg*m2 21,800,000,000 10,650,000,000 10,110,000,000 

Izz w.r.t. COG kg*m2 17,900,000,000 8,412,000,000 12,779,000,000 

 248 

               249 
              250 

                              (a)                                      (b)                                         (c)                       251 

Figure 2. Semisubmersible FOWT systems. (a) V-shaped Semi; (b) Braceless Semi; (c) 252 

OC4-DeepCwind Semi. 253 

The V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT is designed by Karimirad and Michailides (2015) 254 

according to the concept of semisubmersible FOWT in project Fukushima FORWARD 255 

(Forward, 2014). It consists of one main column and two side columns connected by two 256 

pontoons. Different from the other two semisubmersible platforms, V-shaped semisubmersible 257 

FOWT is not a symmetrical floating platform, which the NREL 5 MW wind turbine is at the top 258 

of the main column. It must be noted that V-shaped semi FOWT maintains the balance by 259 

setting different ballast heights for each column. More detailed properties of the V-shaped 260 

semisubmersible FOWT are summarized in (Karimirad and Michailides, 2015; Karimirad and 261 

Michailides, 2016). 262 
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The Braceless semisubmersible FOWT is designed by Luan et al. (2016) in Norwegian 263 

University of science and technology (NTNU) according to the concept of OO-Star 264 

semisubmersible FOWT(Borisade, 2016). It is mainly composed of three side columns and 265 

one central column. It is noted that the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT is symmetrical with 266 

NREL 5 MW wind turbine on the centre column. Three pontoons are used to connect central 267 

column and side columns. More detailed information of Braceless semisubmersible FOWT 268 

can be found in (Luan, 2018). 269 

The OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is designed by NREL. The OC4-DeepCwind 270 

semisubmer sible FOWT consists of one central column and three side columns. It has heave 271 

plates at the bottom of the upper columns to reduce the heave motion of the floating system. 272 

Several braces including horizontal and diagonal braces are used to connect the columns. 273 

Detailed properties of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT are available in 274 

(Robertson et al., 2014).   275 

The main reason we chose the aforementioned three semisubmersible FOWTs is that the 276 

three semisubmersible FOWT represents different design ideas for semisubmersible FOWTs. 277 

The V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT is an asymmetric structure without the bracings. And 278 

both Braceless semisubmersible FOWT and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is 279 

symmetric structures with center column supporting the wind turbine systems. Different from 280 

OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT, Barceless semisubmersible FOWT has no 281 

bracings to connect the center column and side columns. Those three semisubmersible 282 

FOWTs are different in preliminary design.   283 

3.3 Mooring systems designs for 200 m and 100 m 284 

For the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT, the mooring system consists of three catenary 285 

mooring lines that are made of wire rope. The mooring line is positioned with 150 degrees 286 

between the main mooring line (ML 1) and the side mooring lines (ML 2, ML 3), while the angle 287 

between ML 2 and ML 3 is 60 degrees. The clump mass of the V-shaped semisubmersible 288 

FOWT is positioned at 82 m far from the fairlead of each mooring line for both 100 m and 200 289 

m. The relevant characteristics of the mooring line are shown in Table 3 and 4.  290 

The mooring system of Braceless semisubmersible FOWT consists of three catenary mooring 291 

lines that are positioned with 120 degrees between the mooring lines. Each mooring line is 292 

attached at the outer columns of the semisubmersible FOWT at a water depth of 18 m. The 293 

clump masses of the Braceless semisubmersible for 100-m water depth are heavier than those 294 
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for 200-m water depth, which is designed to maintain the similar pretension and stiffness in 295 

different water depths. 296 

The initial OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is designed for 200-m water depth, which 297 

has been utilized as a reference model for the mooring system design of 100-m water depth. 298 

Based on the original 200-m water depth design, a 100-m water depth mooring line is designed 299 

to achieve the similar stiffness (Jeon, et al, 2013), pretension and natural frequency of the 300 

floating system in surge motion. The properties of the 100-m depth mooring line are kept the 301 

same as those of the 200-m water depth mooring lines. A clump mass is also added at each 302 

line to achieve similar pretension and stiffness. Detailed mooring line properties and other 303 

characteristics of the mooring system are shown in Table 3 and 4. 304 

 305 

(a)                                          (b) 306 

 307 

(c) 308 

Figure 3. Mooring system configuration of the three platforms. (a) V-shaped Semi; (b) 309 

Braceless Semi; (c) OC4-DeepCwind Semi. 310 

 311 

 312 
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Table 3. Properties of the mooring line system at 200-m water depth. 313 

Parameter 
V-shaped  

Semi 

Braceless  

Semi 

OC4-DeepCWind 

Semi 

Mooring line length m 700.0 1084.5 835.5 

Mooring line type Spiral rope Spiral rope Spiral rope 

Number of mooring lines 3 3 3 

Equivalent Axial stiffness N  3E9 3.08E9 7.536E8 

Mass per unit length kg/m 117 115 108.63 

Pretension kN 1680.0 1300.0 1040.0 

Diameter of mooring line m 0.138 0.1365 0.0766 

Fairlead for ML1 (x, y, z) m (4.5, 0, -18) (43, 0, -18) (40.9,0, -14) 

Fairlead for ML2 (x, y, z) m (-55.8, -32.3, -18) (-22.1, 38.3, -18) (-20.4, -35.4, -14)  

Fairlead for ML3 (x, y, z) m (-55.8, 32.3, -18) (-22.1, -38.3, -18) (-20.4, 35.4, -14)  

Anchor point of ML1 (x, y, z) m (650, 0, -200) (1084.4, 0, -200) -(837.6, 0, -200)  

Anchor point of ML2 (x, y, z) m (-618.7, 357, -200) (-542.2, 939.1, -200) (-418.8, 725.4, -200) 

Anchor point of ML3 (x, y, z) m (-618.7,-357, -200) (-542.2, -939.1, -200) (-418.8, -725.4, -200) 

Clump mass volume m3 4.4 - - 

Clump mass weight kg 37,000 15,000 - 

Table 4. Properties of the mooring line system at 100-m water depth. 314 

Parameter 
V-shaped 

 Semi 

Braceless  

Semi 

OC4-DeepCwind 

Semi 

Mooring line length m 453.0 891.6 514.0 

Mooring line type Spiral rope Spiral rope Spiral rope 

Number of mooring lines 3 3 3 

Equivalent Axial stiffness N 3E9 3.08E9 7.536E8 

Number of mooring lines 3 3 3 

Mass per unit length kg/m 117.00 115.00 108.63 

Pretension kN 1500.0 1190.0 952.0 

Diameter of mooring line m 0.138 0.1365 0.0766 

Fairlead for ML1 (x, y, z) m (4.5, 0, -18) (43, 0, -18) (40.9,0, -14) 

Fairlead for ML2 (x, y, z) m (-55.8, -32.3, -18) (-22.1, 38.3, -18) (-20.4, -35.4, -14) 

Fairlead for ML3 (x, y, z) m (-55.8, 32.3, -18) (-22.1, -38.3, -18) (-20.4, 35.4, -14) 

Anchor point of ML1 (x, y, z) m (434, 0, -100) (917.0, 0, -100) (535.0, 0, -100) 

Anchor point of ML2 (x, y, z) m (-433.7, 247, -100) (-458.5, 794.1, -100) (-267.5, 463.3, -100) 

Anchor point of ML3 (x, y, z) m (-433.7,-247, -100) (-458.5, -794.1, -100) (-267.5, -463.3, -100) 

Clump mass volume/m3 4.4 - - 

Clump mass weight/kg 37,000 15,000 45,000 

 315 

3.4 Design load cases 316 

Based on the data (Li., et al, 2015), Norway site 5 (Figure 4) was selected as a representative 317 

site for the simulation. It should be noted that wind loads are not considered in the present 318 

paper. The main objective of this paper is to investigate the hydrodynamic characteristics of 319 

different semisubmersible FOWT at different water depths with emphasis on the second-order 320 
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wave loads. Therefore, only wave conditions are considered in the present paper.  Three 321 

different wave conditions including moderate and extreme conditions are listed in Table 5.  322 

  323 

Figure 4. Location of Norway site 5. 324 

Table 5. Load cases for Norway site 5 (Li., et al, 2015). 325 

Load case Hs (m) Tp (s) 

LC 1 3.0 10.0 

LC 2 5.0 12.0 

LC 3 14.1 13.3 

 326 

3.5 Numerical setting in the simulation 327 

The hydrodynamic loads are calculated using the boundary element method (BEM) based on 328 

potential flow theory and the Morison equation. Potential flow theory is applied on both the 329 

columns and pontoons; and, the drag term of the Morison equation is applied to the columns. 330 

For the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT, the bracings are modelled using the 331 

Morison equation.  332 

In this paper, first-order wave load analysis of the motion in sea states is performed with 333 

AQWA-NAUT (ANSYS Inc., 2017), which involves meshing the total wet surface of a structure 334 

to create a hydrodynamic and hydrostatic model. The nonlinear Froude-Krylov and hydrostatic 335 

wave forces on the instantaneous wetted surface (i.e., beneath the incident wave surface) can 336 

be calculated in NAUT. This calculation is performed at each time step, along with the 337 

instantaneous values of all other forces. Accurate dynamic or kinematic properties of fluid 338 

particles beneath the wave surface are thus required for this purpose. These forces are then 339 

applied, via a mathematical model, see Equation (10). The position and velocity at the 340 

subsequent time step are found by integrating these accelerations in the time-domain, using 341 

a two-stage predictor-corrector numerical integration scheme.   342 
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For the second-order hydrodynamic model, the mean drift force can be calculated by using 343 

the far-field method or near-field method in the AQWA-DRIF module (ANSYS Inc, 2017). In 344 

AQWA-DRIF module, the QTF can be calculated by using the direct-pressure integration 345 

method (Pinkster, 1975). Newman’s approximation is also used to calculate the second-order 346 

wave force.  347 

3.5.1 Panel model 348 

The panel model was developed in ANSYS software and the mapped mesh method is 349 

employed to obtain a finer frequency domain simulation result for the semisubmersible FOWTs 350 

in the AQWA-LINE module. The number of meshes used for the V-shaped semisubmersible, 351 

the Braceless semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible models are 11691, 352 

23562 and 14735, respectively. The panel model of the three semisubmersible numerical 353 

models is shown in Figure 5. 354 

     355 
(a)                                                             (b) 356 

 357 
(c) 358 

Figure 5. Panel model of the three platforms. (a) V-shaped Semi; (b) Braceless Semi model; 359 

(c) OC4-DeepCwind Semi. 360 

3.5.2 Viscous drag model 361 

To calculate the viscous drag of each column and pontoon on the semisubmersible FOWT by 362 

the Morison equation, a beam model was used in ANSYS software. Cd depends upon the 363 
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Reynolds number, KC number, surface roughness and so on. According to Germanischer 364 

Lloyd standard (Wind, 2005), the Cd can be set to 0.70 when the Reynolds number is beyond 365 

2.50E5. In the present simulation, the drag coefficient is set to 0.68 to simulate the viscous 366 

drag term on the columns and pontoons.It should be noted that the viscous force on the 367 

columns is applied along the transverse direction. Also, the axial viscous drag force is not 368 

considered in the present paper. The diameter of columns for the V-shaped semisubmersible 369 

(Figure 4(a)) and the Braceless semisubmersible (Figure 4(b)) FOWTs are 9.0 m and 6.5 m 370 

respectively. For the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT (Figure 4(c)), the diameters of 371 

the bracings, central column, upper column and base column is 1.6 m, 6.5 m, 12.0 m and 24.0 372 

m respectively. For the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT and Braceless semisubmersible 373 

FOWT, the equivalent diameter of pontoons is 7.6 m and 8.3 m, respectively.The diameter of 374 

the columns and pontoons was set to 0.01 m to ignore the inertia force from the Morision 375 

equation. Futhermore, the drag coefficient is scaled to take into account the modified geometry 376 

of the beam model and maintain the same viscous effect contribution as in the real physical 377 

model. This is achieved by satisfying the following relation: 378 

          
d dC D C D                                                                 (11) 379 

where dC and D are the equivalent drag coefficient and the diameter of the column in the 380 

beam model, respectively. The values used in the computation are shown in Table 6.  381 

Table 6. Equivalent drag coefficients and diameters for the Morison model. 382 

Parameters 

V-shaped Semi Braceless Semi OC4-DeepCwind Semi 

Column Pontoon Column Pontoon Braces 
Center 

column 

Upper 

column 

Base 

coulmn 

aC  - - - - 1.0 - - - 

dC  0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 

dC  612.0 514.7 442.0 563.7 0.68 442.0 816.0 1632.0 

D  9.0 7.6 6.5 8.3 1.6 6.5 12.0 24.0 

D  0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 1.6 0.01 0.01 0.01 

4. Result and discussion 383 

4.1 Response amplitude operator (RAO)  384 

Response amplitude operators (RAOs) can be computed based on the linear wave theory in 385 

AQWA. The RAOs show considerable excitation only in the surge, heave, and pitch modes, 386 

therefore only these RAOs are presented in Figure 6. The excitation at the other natural 387 
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frequencies (sway, roll, and yaw) is considerably less because of the zero-degree wave 388 

heading. 389 

            390 

(a) 391 

             392 

(b) 393 

                        394 

(c)                                395 

Figure 6. RAOs of three semisubmersible FOWTs. (a) Surge; (b) Heave; (c) Pitch.  396 

For the surge motion (Figure 6(a)), the results show that the RAOs are similar for the three 397 

semisubmersible FOWTs; however, the RAOs are larger at a water depth of 100 m than at a 398 

water depth of 200 m. For the heave motion (Figure 6(b)), two peaks are observed for the V-399 

shaped semisubmersible FOWT showing the coupling effect between the heave and pitch 400 

motions. A large peak is presented for the heave response at the heave natural frequency of 401 
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the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT, which is away from the incident wave frequency region 402 

(0.3 rad/s to 0.8 rad/s). One peak is also found at the heave natural frequency of the OC4-403 

DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT, which is close to the wave frequency region. This could 404 

cause a large heave motion response when the wave frequency is near the heave natural 405 

frequency of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. For the pitch motion (Figure 6(c)), 406 

there are two peaks observed in the low-frequency region which are in the heave and pitch 407 

natural frequency region, for the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT, and one peak is found at 408 

the pitch natural frequency for both the Braceless and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible 409 

FOWTs. Notably, the pitch motion response in the wave frequency region of the OC4-410 

DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is larger than that of the other two platforms. And it can 411 

also be observed that the heave and pitch motion responses for the three semisubmersible 412 

FOWTs are higher at moderate water depth. 413 

            414 
        (a)                                                                          (b)  415 

                              416 
           (c) 417 

Figure 7. Time-domain motion response of the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT in LC 1 418 

condition. (a) Surge; (b) Heave; (c) Pitch. 419 

 420 

 421 
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4.1 Time-domain analysis 422 

4.1.1 Motion response 423 

In this section, the time-domain dynamic motion responses of three platforms in different sea 424 

conditions with two water depths are estimated. In order to focus on the most critical motion 425 

response, only surge, heave and pitch motion are displayed. The total simulation time of the 426 

three semisubmersible FOWT is 3500 s, and the first 500 s have not been considered for 427 

either for drawing spectrum or statistical results to ignore the transient effect. Due to the limited 428 

space in this paper, only the motion time-domain response of the V-shaped semisubmersible 429 

FOWT under the LC 1 condition at a 200-m water depth is shown in Figure 7. Moreover, the 430 

statistical results of the three semisubmersible FOWTs are discussed in this section.  431 

 432 

The effect of the Morison drag term and second-order difference frequency wave force, as 433 

well as water depth, were the main focal point. In Figures 8 to 10, the maximum oscillation 434 

amplitude of the second-order solution is plotted along with the first-order results.  435 

 436 
(a) 437 

 438 
(b) 439 

 440 

(c) 441 

Figure 8. Maximum values of surge, heave and pitch motion for LC 1 condition. (a) 442 

Surge; (b) Heave; (c) Pitch. 443 
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 444 
(a) 445 

 446 
(b) 447 

   448 
(c) 449 

Figure 9. Maximum values of surge, heave and pitch motion for LC 2 condition. (a) 450 

Surge; (b) Heave; (c) Pitch. 451 

 452 
(a) 453 

 454 
(b) 455 

  456 
(c) 457 

Figure 10. Maximum values of surge, heave and pitch motion for LC 3 condition. 458 

(a) Surge; (b) Heave; (c) Pitch. 459 

The following conclusions can be drawn from Figures 8 to Figure 10: 460 
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For surge motion, the responses of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT are larger 461 

than those of the other two platforms both at 100-m and 200-m water depths. The results of 462 

the first-order solutions show that maximum surge motion responses are larger than those 463 

considering the drag term effect for the V-shaped semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind 464 

semisubmersible FOWTs. For the second-order solution, the maximum surge motion 465 

responses are similar for the three semisubmersible FOWTs, showing that Newman’s 466 

approximation solution considering the second-order effect is enough for the surge DOF.    467 

For heave motion, the maximum motion response of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible 468 

FOWT is lower than those of the other two platforms under moderate sea conditions, while it 469 

is larger than those of the other two platforms in extreme sea conditions. As shown in Figure 470 

4(b), the RAOs of heave motion for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is lower 471 

than those for the other two FOWTs when the frequency is greater than 0.5 rad/s. Therefore, 472 

under moderate sea conditions where the wave frequency is greater than 0.5 rad/s, the 473 

responses of heave motion are lower for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT than 474 

for the other two platforms. However, the wave peak period in the extreme sea state (LC 3) is 475 

close to the heave natural period of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT, which 476 

excites the heave motion response of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. For the 477 

first-order solution, the Morison drag term has limited impact on the heave motion. For the 478 

second-order solution, the second-order wave force can greatly excite the heave motion 479 

response, while the difference in maximum heave motion responses between the solution 480 

from Newman’s approximation solution and the full-QTF solution is small.        481 

For the pitch motion, these figures also reveal that the second-order wave force effects are 482 

important responses concering the first-order results. As seen in Figure 8(c), Figure 9(c) and 483 

Figure 10(c), the pitch responses of second-order solutions are larger than those of first-order 484 

solutions, showing that the second-order wave forces should be thoroughly considered 485 

especially under extreme sea condition(LC 3). Compared with Newman’s approximation 486 

method, the full-QTF method is more accurate for the calculation of second-order wave forces. 487 

As observed in the plots, the pitch motion responses can be greatly excited when using the 488 

full-QTF method, especially  for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. Under extreme 489 

sea condition (LC 3), the amplitude of pitch motion is around 10 degrees, while those are 490 

almost 18 degrees for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. It also can be observed 491 

that the contribution of second-order wave forces to the pitch motion increasing when the 492 

water depth decreases. Therefore, full-QTF method is needed for the calculation of second-493 
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order wave forces to better capture the actual motion dynamic response for semisubmersible 494 

FOWTs. 495 

For the moderate sea conditions, there is a great similarity regarding the standard deviation 496 

(STD); therefore, only the STD values from the LC 1 condition and LC 3 condition are listed. 497 

Tables 7 and 8 show the standard deviation (STD) results of the three semisubmersible 498 

FOWTs under different water depths in the LC 1 and LC 3 condition.   499 

Table 7. STD values of motion response for the three semisubmersible FOWTs under LC 1. 500 

Motion Method 
V-100-

LC1 

V-200-

LC1 

B-100-

LC1 

B-200-

LC1 

O-100-

LC1 

O-200-

LC1 

Surge 

1st 0.32 0.30 0.32 0.22 0.47 0.45 

1st+drag force 0.24 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.36 0.36 

1st+drag force+Newman 0.27 0.31 0.26 0.24 0.44 0.44 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 0.27 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.45 0.45 

Heave 

1st 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.17 0.13 0.13 

1st+drag force 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.17 0.13 0.13 

1st+drag force+Newman 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 0.20 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.13 0.13 

Pitch 

1st 0.22 0.19 0.19 0.15 0.39 0.35 

1st+drag force 0.21 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.34 0.32 

1st+drag force+Newman 0.22 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.29 0.30 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 0.30 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.56 0.61 

Table 8. STD values of motion response for the three semisubmersible FOWTs under LC 3. 501 

Motion Method 
V-100-

LC3 

V-200-

LC3 

B-100-

LC3 

B-200-

LC3 

O-100-

LC3 

O-200-

LC3 

Surge 

1st 3.73 3.77 3.18 2.05 6.49 4.40 

1st+drag force 2.90 3.15 2.95 2.54 4.16 3.79 

1st+drag force+Newman 2.76 3.34 3.36 2.92 4.06 4.08 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 2.71 3.24 3.49 3.00 4.08 4.00 

Heave 

1st 1.56 1.37 1.97 1.44 2.09 1.70 

1st+drag force 1.48 1.38 2.28 1.46 2.06 1.73 

1st+drag force+Newman 1.54 1.41 1.34 1.31 2.19 1.83 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 1.84 1.64 2.07 1.61 2.23 1.86 

Pitch 

1st 2.73 2.03 1.37 0.88 2.60 2.13 

1st+drag force 2.69 2.19 1.72 1.03 1.96 1.74 

1st+drag force+Newman 2.56 2.06 2.25 1.54 1.88 1.63 

1st+drag force+Full QTF 4.12 3.46 2.70 2.04 5.69 4.62 

The surge motion response shows that the STD value of each semisubmersible FOWT is 502 

larger when ignoring the Morison drag term. Comparing the results from different second-order 503 

solutions, the maximum surge motion is similar for the three semisubmersible FOWTs. These 504 

results indicate that together with the maximum values in surge motion, the accuracy of the 505 

second-order wave force can be ensured in surge motion by using Newman’s approximation 506 

method. Notably, the Morison drag force applied to each column is the transverse drag force. 507 
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Therefore, it has little impact on the heave motion response as shown in Tables 7 and 8. As it 508 

is can be observed in Tables 7 to Table 8, the STD value of the heave motion response 509 

increased dramatically for the V-shaped semisubmersible and Braceless semisubmersible 510 

FOWTs when using the full QTF method.  511 

For the pitch motion, the STD values of three semisubmersible platforms changes dramatically, 512 

especially for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWTs. Tables 7 and 8 also show that 513 

the STD value of the motion response is larger at a moderate water depth than those at a 514 

water depth of 200 m, showing that the motion response of semisubmersible FOWTs should 515 

be thoroughly considered at moderate water depths. It is worth noting that the STD value of 516 

pitch motion responses for the three semisubmersible FOWT is much larger in full-QTF 517 

solution. Under extreme condition (LC 3), the STD value of pitch motion for these three 518 

semisubmersible FOWT at 200 m water depth is increased by 67.0%, 32.0% and 183.4% 519 

respectively when using the full-QTF method. As we can see under the extreme sea condition 520 

of the full QTF solution, when water depth decreases, the STD of the pitch responses for the 521 

V-shaped semisubmersible, Braceless semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind 522 

semisubmersible FOWT is increased by 19.08%, 32.35% and 23.16% respectively, showing 523 

that the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT is more sensitive to the change of water depth. 524 

In general, the platform motion responses are larger when considering the second-order force 525 

using the full QTF method. In other words, the maximum and STD values of the motion 526 

responses indicate the need to calculate the second-order wave force accurately along with 527 

the first-order loads to obtain the realistic combined effect of low-frequency wave loading on 528 

the overall system dynamics, which is underestimated without considering the second-order 529 

terms.  530 

 531 
(a) 532 

    533 
(b) 534 

Figure 11. Maximum values of ML 1 and 2 for the V-shaped Semi. (a) ML 1; (b) ML 2. 535 
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  536 
(a) 537 

  538 
(b) 539 

Figure 12. Maximum values of ML 1 and 2 for the Braceless Semi. (a) ML 1; (b) ML 2. 540 

 541 
(a) 542 

  543 
(b) 544 

Figure 13. Maximum values of ML 1 and 2 for the OC4-DeepCwind Semi.(a) ML 1; (b) ML 2. 545 

4.1.2 Mooring tension response 546 

The maximum mooring line tensions for ML 1 and ML 2 are shown in Figure 11 to Figure 13. 547 

The standard deviation (STD) values of the mooring tension for the three semisubmersible 548 

FOWTs under the LC 1 and LC 3 conditions are shown in Table 9 and Table 10. Notably, there 549 

is a constant offset in the negative surge direction before reaching the static equilibrium for 550 

the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT, while the Braceless and OC4-DeepCwind 551 

semisubmersible FOWTs do not have such an offset. Therefore, the pretension of ML 1 is 552 

larger than those of the other two mooring lines for the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT.  553 
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The maximum values of the mooring line tension in extreme sea conditions, where the 554 

significant wave height is large,  are relatively larger than those in moderate sea conditions for 555 

all semisubmersible FOWTs. The mooring line tension performance of the OC4-DeepCwind 556 

and V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT is similar at the two water depths, while the mooring 557 

line tension is larger at a water depth of 200 m than at a water depth of 100 m for the Braceless 558 

semisubmersible FOWT, as shown in Figure 11 to 13. Despite the small orders of magnitude 559 

for the drag force, it could reduce the motion response and then affect the mooring tension 560 

responses. As seen in the first-order solution, the maximum values and STD values of the 561 

mooring line tension are larger when ignoring the Morison drag force effect on the platform. 562 

Therefore, the drag term of the column should be thoroughly considered to better capture the 563 

actual mooring response for the three semisubmersible FOWT. 564 

Table 9. STD values of the mooring tension responses for the three semisubmersible 565 

FOWTs under LC 1. 566 

Tension Method 
V-100-

LC1 

V-200-

LC1 

B-100-

LC1 

B-200-

LC1 

O-100-

LC1 

O-200-

LC1 

ML 1 

1st 32.20 22.94 18.04 24.96 16.74 24.58 

1st+drag force 28.48 22.27 13.01 25.41 11.73 21.58 

1st+drag force+Newman 29.02 22.54 13.92 25.53 15.04 23.24 

1st+drag force +Full QTF 29.32 22.55 14.74 26.33 15.42 23.89 

ML 2 

1st 20.62 17.66 12.38 18.68 8.74 12.33 

1st+drag force 20.06 17.55 10.68 18.81 6.41 10.88 

1st+drag force+Newman 20.46 17.96 11.04 19.08 8.24 12.34 

1st+drag force +Full QTF 20.46 17.96 11.29 19.31 8.42 12.65 

 567 

Table 10. STD values of the mooring tension responses for the three semisubmersible 568 

FOWTs under LC 3. 569 

Tension Method 
V-100-

LC3 

V-200-

LC3 

B-100-

LC3 

B-200-

LC3 

O-100-

LC3 

O-200-

LC3 

ML 1 

1st 332.78 185.75 201.71 329.27 338.24 239.72 

1st+drag force 207.95 156.07 141.55 287.68 124.49 175.16 

1st+drag force+Newman 186.64 150.84 144.28 287.45 98.54 153.34 

1st+drag force +Full QTF 202.04 163.30 150.87 296.16 103.52 169.42 

ML 2 

1st 133.28 104.36 94.44 166.82 180.90 123.13 

1st+drag force 116.92 103.21 104.71 189.44 119.67 123.76 

1st+drag force+Newman 122.60 113.69 128.69 204.77 132.13 149.69 

1st+drag force +Full QTF 124.80 118.79 142.00 221.32 139.03 157.04 

The second-order wave force could lead to large responses at resonance. Moreover, the 570 

second-order wave force did increase the maximum values and standard deviation values. As 571 

shown in Figures 10 to 12 and Tables 9 to 10, the maximum value, as well as the STD values 572 
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of mooring force in a water depth of 100 m, is larger when using the full QTF method. Therefore, 573 

the effect of second-order wave force on the mooring line tension should be thoroughly 574 

considered when designing semisubmersible FOWT and mooring systems for moderate water 575 

depths.  576 

From Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10, the STD results show that there is a good correlation between the 577 

mooring tension and surge motion. Comparing the STD values for forces of ML 1 to those for 578 

ML 2, 3 force reveals that ML 1 tension changed more dramatically than  ML 2 and 3 tension 579 

for all semisubmersible FOWTs, which means that ML 1 is more sensitive to external loads. 580 

These results show that ML 1 is more susceptible to fatigue damage than other mooring lines 581 

and then causes the failure of the supporting platforms. For the mooring system design of 582 

semisubmersible FOWTs, especially for triangular platforms, the main mooring line should be 583 

strengthened to maintain the safety of the supporting structures.    584 

4.2 Spectral analysis 585 

This section presents the frequency-domain analysis results of the three semisubmersible 586 

FOWT with a 0-degree incoming wave direction under three load cases at two water depths. 587 

Four load models are listed together for comparison. The motion and mooring tension 588 

responses with and without drag force on the column are compared. For the second-order 589 

solution, the difference frequency wave loads using two methods (Newman’s approximation 590 

and the full QTF method) are obtained to investigate the second-order wave force effect on 591 

the motion and mooring tension responses of semisubmersible FOWTs.  592 

4.2.1 Natural frequencies of the three FOWTs 593 

The natural frequency of the surge, heave and pitch motion for the three FOWTs are 594 

calculated by performing numerical decay tests in AQWA. Time series of free-decay tests on 595 

surge, heave and pitch motions can be obtained from AQWA output results. Then the natural 596 

frequency of the three FOWTs can be calculated based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 597 

method (Cooley et al., 1969), as shown in Table 11. 598 

Table 11. Natural frequency for the three semisubmersible FOWTs 599 

Modes V-shaped Semi Braceless Semi OC4-DeepCwind Semi 

Surge (100/200 m) rad/s 0.086/0.067 0.080/0.083 0.058/0.050 

Heave (100/200 m) rad/s 0.241/0.238 0.249/0.241 0.376/0.364 

Pitch (100/200 m) rad/s 0.327/0.326 0.201/0.201 0.251/0.251 
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 600 

Figure 14. Comparison between drag force and first-order wave force (LC 1) in 601 

frequency domain of surge motion for the three semisubmersible FOWTs. 602 

4.2.2 Hydrodynamic load spectrum  603 

A comparison between the drag force and first-order wave force of the three semisubmersible 604 

FOWTs in the LC 1 condition at a 100-m water depth is shown in Figure 14. As shown in 605 

Figure 14, compared to the first-order wave force, the drag force is very small. Even though 606 

the drag force is small, its resonant effect can be significant. A comparison between the first-607 

order wave force and drag force in the frequency-domain shows that the drag force is more 608 

broad-banded than the first-order force, which could cause large resonance in the low-609 

frequency region especially for surge mode.  610 

Figure 15 shows a comparison of the second-order wave force among the three 611 

semisubmersible FOWTs under moderate sea condition (LC 1) by using Newman’s 612 

approximation and the full QTF method. The results show that the power spectral density is 613 

mainly concentrated in the difference-frequency region when using Newman’s approximation, 614 

while two peaks appear in the difference-frequency and sum-frequency region when using the 615 

full QTF method. Although the natural frequencies of the structure are designed to be outside 616 

the first-order wave energy spectrum, the second-order loads may excite these frequencies. 617 

The difference-frequency is close to the natural frequency of the structures for 618 

semisubmersible FOWTs. As shown in Figure 15(b), second-order responses in the 619 

difference-frequency region are higher when using the full QTF method than when using to 620 

Newman’s approximation method of the V-shaped semisubmersible and Braceless 621 

semisubmersible FOWT, while the responses obtained using the two methods are similar for 622 

the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. This set of data indicates that the second-order 623 

force calculated by the full QTF method can greatly excite heave motion response for the V-624 

shaped semisubmersible and Braceless semisubmersible FOWTs. Figure 15(c) shows that, 625 
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in the difference-frequency region, the second-order force responses computed using the full 626 

QTF method were higher than the responses computed using Newman’s approximation 627 

method for the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. The result indicates that the pitch 628 

motion of OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible is more sensitive than that of the other two 629 

platforms when considering the second-order wave force.  630 

            631 
(a)                                                                         (b)    632 

 633 

(c) 634 

Figure 15. Comparison of the second-order wave force in the frequency-domain 635 

using different methods for the three semisubmersible FOWTs. (a) Surge; (b) Heave; 636 

(c) Pitch. 637 

4.2.3 Motion spectrum   638 

For moderate sea conditions, there is a great similarity regarding the power spectra density 639 

(PSD); therefore, only the spectrum results in the LC 1 condition are listed. Figure 16 to Figure 640 

18 show the motion spectrum of the three semisubmersible FOWTs in the LC 1 at two water 641 

depths.  642 

(1) For surge motion, the spectra of the motion responses consist of two parts: the low-643 

frequency part is related to the surge natural frequency while the higher frequency part is 644 
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dominated by the frequency from 0.4 to 0.8 rad/s which is related to the wave peak frequency. 645 

For the first-order solution, the surge resonance peak decreases significantly due to the drag 646 

force on each column compared to the first line as shown in Figure 16. This is similar to what 647 

is observed for the other platforms (Figure 16(b) and Figure 16(c)). 648 

       649 
(a) 650 

       651 
(b) 652 

            653 
(c) 654 

Figure 16. Floater surge motion spectrum of the semisubmersible FOWTs in LC 1 condition. 655 

(a) V-shaped Semi; (b) Braceless Semi; (c) OC4-DeepCwind Semi. 656 
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          657 
(a) 658 

                659 
(b) 660 

              661 
(c) 662 

Figure 17. Floater heave motion spectrum of semisubmersible FOWTs in LC 1 condition. (a) 663 

V-shaped Semi; (b) Braceless Semi; (c) OC4-DeepCwind Semi. 664 

(2) For heave motion, the wave frequency response still dominates in the same range, which 665 

is approximately 0.4 rad/s to 0.8 rad/s. A large response also occurs at the heave natural 666 

frequency of each semisubmersible FOWT (Figure 17(b), Figure 17(c)). In contrast to the other 667 

two semisubmersible platforms, the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT exhibited two peaks 668 

(Figure 17(a)), which are close to the pitch and heave natural frequencies, showing the 669 

coupling between pitch and heave motions. It is also observed that the wave frequency 670 

response is larger in the 100-m case than in the 200-m case. For the first-order solution, the 671 
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difference in the heave motion response among the three semisubmersible floating platforms 672 

is small with and without the Morison drag force on the column. Comparing the difference-673 

frequency response obtained by using Newman’s approximation and the full QTF method 674 

clearly reveals that the heave motion response is underestimated for Newman’s 675 

approximation solution in the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT and Braceless 676 

semisubmersible FOWT (Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b)). By contrast, for the OC4-DeepCwind 677 

semisubmersible FOWT, the difference in the heave motion response between Newman’s 678 

approximation and the full QTF method is smaller than that for the other two semisubmersible 679 

floating platforms.   680 

(3) For pitch motion, different from the other modes, the spectra of the motion responses are 681 

mainly dominated by the response at the pitch natural frequency. For the V-shaped 682 

semisubmersible FOWT (Figure 18(a)), there are two peaks in the low-frequency region, which 683 

are at the pitch and heave natural frequencies, showing the coupling effect of these two modes. 684 

For the Braceless and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWTs, the spectra of the motion 685 

responses consist of two parts: the low-frequency part is related to the pitch natural frequency 686 

while the higher frequency part is dominated by the frequency of 0.4 to 0.8 rad/s which is 687 

related to the wave peak frequency.  For the second-order solution, the difference-frequency 688 

wave force can greatly excite the resonance of the pitch mode response when using the full 689 

QTF method.  As seen in the plots, the peak value at pitch natural frequency is higher in full-690 

QTF solution, which causes large pitch responses for the three semisubmersible FOWTs as 691 

shown in Figures 8(c), 9(c) and 10(c).  692 

Comparing the values with and without the drag force reveals that dynamic response of surge 693 

motion can be greatly decreased by adding the Morison drag force on the column. Therefore, 694 

it is vitally significant to consider the drag term when designing and performing the 695 

computation of semisubmersible FOWTs. Newman’s approximation method is suitable for 696 

surge resonant motion response, while it doesn’t apply to the heave or pitch resonant 697 

responses. It can be seen from Figures 16 and 17 that the heave and pitch resonant response 698 

in the low-frequency region is underestimated. Therefore, the full QTF method should be used 699 

for modelling the difference-frequency wave force to better simulate the low-frequency motion. 700 

 701 

 702 

 703 
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        704 
(a) 705 

         706 
(b) 707 

          708 
(c) 709 

Figure 18. Floater motion spectrum of semisubmersible FOWTs in the LC 1 condition. 710 

(a) V-shaped Semi; (b) Braceless Semi; (c) OC4-DeepCwind Semi.  711 

4.2.4 Mooring tension spectrum 712 

The mooring line responses in the frequency domain in the head for sea under the LC 1 713 

condition of the three semisubmersible FOWTs are shown in Figure 19 to 21. Due to the 714 

symmetry of the mooring line configuration of the three platforms, only the mooring line 715 

responses of ML 1 and ML 2 are displayed in this paper.   716 
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         717 
(a) 718 

         719 
(b)  720 

Figure 19. Mooring tension spectrum of the V-shaped Semi in LC 1 condition. (a) ML 1; (b) 721 

ML 2. 722 

For the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT, the most significant contribution to the ML 1 723 

tension comes from wave frequency range from 0.4 rad/s to 0.8 rad/s, while for ML 2 and 3, 724 

the most significant contribution comes from the low-frequency region (surge motion 725 

response). The contribution from the low-frequency response increases with decreasing water 726 

depth. A small peak is observed at approximately 0.25 rad/s (pitch natural frequency) showing 727 

the coupling effect between surge and pitch modes. The first-order solution results show that 728 

the effect of drag force on the column becomes more significant as the water depth decreased. 729 

It can also be seen that second-order surge resonant responses (Figure 19) seem similar 730 

when using the two methods to perform the calculations of the difference-frequency wave 731 

force at both water depths.  732 

For the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT, the mooring line tension responses consist of two 733 

parts: the wave frequency range from 0.4 rad/s to 0.8 rad/s and the low-frequency region 734 

including the surge, pitch and heave mode response. Similar to the V-shaped 735 

semisubmersible FOWT, the contribution from the low-frequency response increases while 736 

the high-frequency response (wave frequency) decreases. For the second-order solution, the 737 
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surge resonant responses are slightly higher when using the full QTF method than when using 738 

the Newman’s approximation to perform the difference-frequency wave force calculation. 739 

         740 
(a) 741 

         742 
(b) 743 

Figure 20. Mooring tension spectrum of the Braceless Semi in LC 1 condition. (a) 744 

ML 1; (b) ML 2. 745 

For the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT, in contrast to the other two platforms, the 746 

most significant contribution to the mooring line tension comes from the low-frequency region. 747 

The coupling effect between structural modes, including the surge and pitch modes is shown 748 

in Figure 21. Compared to the other two platforms, the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible 749 

FOW show similar performance in the dynamic response of mooring line tension in the 750 

frequency-domain at the two water depth. Similar to the Braceless semisubmersible FOWT, 751 

surge resonant responses are slightly higher when using the full QTF method than when using 752 

Newman’s approximation method to calculate the difference-frequency wave force.  753 

 754 
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          755 
(a) 756 

         757 
(b) 758 

Figure 21. Mooring tension spectrum of the OC4-DeepCwind Semi in the LC 1 759 

condition. (a) ML 1; (b) ML 2. 760 

5. Conclusions 761 

In this paper, a comparative study of hydrodynamic performance among the V-shaped 762 

semisubmersible, Braceless semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT 763 

sunder different water depths is performed considering second-order hydrodynamic loads. 764 

Spectra and the time-domain response of platform motions and mooring tension are presented. 765 

The discussion has been made and useful conclusions can be summarized in the following 766 

aspects: 767 

For the dynamic motion response, the result shows that the difference-frequency wave force 768 

can excite the responses at the natural frequency of all the semisubmersible FOWTs, 769 

especially for the pitch motion. Also, the results indicate that the pitch motion of OC4-770 

DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT is more sensitive than that of the other two 771 

semisubmersible FOWTs when considering the second-order wave loads. The STD value of 772 

the motion responses show that, compared with the Newman’s approximation method, the 773 

STD values of pitch motion (LC 3) under water depth of 200 m for the semisubmersible FOWTs, 774 
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including the V-shaped semisubmersible FOWT, Braceless semisubmersible FOWT and 775 

OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT increased by 68.0%, 32.5% and 183.4% 776 

respectively using the full-QTF method. Moreover, the first-order results show that the surge 777 

motion response decreases when considering the Morison drag term on the column. Therefore, 778 

the full QTF method is recommended to calculate the difference-frequency wave force since 779 

the Newman’s approximation could underestimate the motion response. Also, the Morison 780 

drag term should be used for better simulating the actual motion responses. 781 

The dynamic mooring tension response is mainly dominated by the response close to the 782 

surge natural frequency and wave frequency range. Compared to mooring tension of ML 2 783 

and ML 3, the STD values of the mooring tension show that ML 1 is more sensitive. For the 784 

first-order solution, the mooring tension is overestimated when ignoring the Morison drag term 785 

on the column. As it is can be seen in Table 10, under the extreme sea condition, the ML 1 786 

tension of the V-shaped semisubmersible, Braceless semisubmersible and OC4-DeepCwind 787 

semisubmersible FOWT is decreased by 16.0%, 12.9% and 26.9%, respectively, in the water 788 

depth of 200 m. For the second-order solution, compared to Newman’s approximation solution, 789 

dynamic mooring tension response is more severe in the full QTF solution.  790 

For the dynamic response under different water depth, the results show that the motion and 791 

mooring tension response is larger in the moderate water depth, which could cause fatigue 792 

damage in long term and then threaten the safety of FOWTs. And the results also show that 793 

the contribution of second-order wave forces increasing when the water depth decreases, 794 

especially for pitch motion. The comparative results of the motion performance for three 795 

semisubmersible FOWTs in different water depth showing that the Braceless semisubmersible 796 

FOWT is more sensitive to the change of water depth. As shown in Figure 4, the heave motion 797 

response of OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible is larger than that of the other two 798 

semisubmersible FOWT for the extreme sea condition, for the reason that the natural 799 

frequency of heave mode is close to the normal wave frequency range, which causes large 800 

resonance in the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT. Therefore, the heave natural 801 

frequency of the OC4-DeepCwind semisubmersible FOWT should be thoroughly considered.  802 
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